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SPECTATOR

TheStudentObserver

—

The Spectator will not b-3
published next week due to the
Easter recess, April 19 to April

Siudent
Observer

83.

by Bill Moffat
Views expressed In this col-

umn do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the Spectator.
Failure stares us straight in

Gala Easter Parade Re-opens
event
SC's Social Whirl with Mendel
Date Dance on April 26
9
with- B. Blackwell to 'Swing Hot
At First Post-Lenten Activity

the face this year, for THE
of the season, Homecoming Week,
has been "fouled up" completely.
Climaxing a week of reminiscences in their own homes, the alumni
are expected to trek to the Homecoming Dance at the Civic
out setting foot on the SC campus. They'll dance-attend as total
strangers not introduced to the
College of today.
In other Homecomings the
alumni were feted at a gourmet's
banquet. The College opened its
arms and rolled out the carpet for
them. Programs, with the Drama
Guild tossing a play and Scroll
putting on a tea, were given for
old grads. Every organization in
the campus pitched in to really
make the alumni feel welcome.
This year there's no cominghome for old grads. The old welcome mat's hauled in and is probably locked in the safe. Tradition has been ruthlessly shattered.
Grads will attend the dance in
shyness with a feeling that they
have been snubbed and forgotten.
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HE IS RISEN

The "Quiz of Two Cities,"
a weekly radio broadcast on
Radio Station KOMO, will
feature Seattle College versus
the University of Portland on
Wednesday, May 1. The program will emanate from the
Knights of Columbus Hall
from 9:30 until 10:00 p.m.

SC will celebrate the immediate post-Lenten period by
falling into the line cf the Easter parade, a Mendel-sponsored dance scheduled for next Friday, April 26. From nine
until midnight Bumps Blackwell and his Negro band will
beat out rhythms for Seattle College fellows and co-eds.
Afternoon dresses and Easter
suits will feature the dance parade. Corsages will be left to the
discretion of the couple. Tickets
will go on sale next week and

may be purchased from Jeanne
Chase, Dick Boyce, Marie de la
Torre, Jean Dorman, and Mickey
Adams.
Co-chairmen Laura Ellis and
Clarence Allison stressed that the
event is not strictly a date dance
but that stags will be welcomed.
Committee Chairmen Catherine
Today, when the College is ex- Gibbons and Jack McAllister are
panding so rapidly the need of a Shaping plans for a surprise instrong alumni association is es- termission.

SC students chosen by competitive examination to compete in
the radio contest include Gene
Volland, pre-medical junior; Barbara Ann Ryan, sociology senior;

Fr. McGoldrick
Collaborated in
Text Due in '47

Nancy Swarva, Latin senior; Boscoe Balch, economics Junior; Roger Gill, engineering freshman; and
Jack Morrison, pre-medical sen-

Written in part by Father
James B. McGoldrick, S. J.,
of the College faculty, a new
psychiatry textbook intended
for use in college psychiatry
classes will be off the press
by 1947. The book, "The
Fundamentals of Psychiatry,"
sential. Present day students can
is the culmination of years
lean on the helping hands of the
of research by Father Mcold grads in times of stress. A big
Homecoming Week
Goldrick, psychologist ; the
celebration
chance
to
would give old friends a
Very Rev. Leo J. Robinson,
get acquainted with chums of
S. J., sociologist; and John
their old class. If the dance alone
Cavanaugh, M. D., psychiR.
is held, there can be little opporatrist.
tunity for old classmates to give
The initial performances of During
a press Interview this
more than a nod to one another. the Opera Guild's production
Father McGoldrlck told
week
In all fairness to Mary Ste- of "The Pirates of Penzance," Spectator reporters that a motive
venson, Ardon Weibel, and the
and Sullivan's short for attempting the work was the
entire Homecoming Dance com- Gilbert
opus,
has been dated desire to present the facts of menmittee, Homecoming Week must comic
Tuesday,
May 7, and tal abnormality from a common
not be put off lightly. In all fair- for
sense, not a materialistic point of
ness to old grads, the week-spree Thursday, May 9, at the Cen- view.
(Continued on page 4)
must not be taken with a grain tury Theatre, it was announcof salt. How can the dance com- ed this week by Bill Moeller,
mittee contact and draw out old
grads when the grads are treated student director.

ior. A preliminary run-off starting at eight o'clock will determine
the four finalists who will battle
for SC against Portland.
Seattle College's half of the
broadcast is under the joint sponsorship of the Lettermen and the
Gavel Club. Student Chairman Bill
Fenton stated that a program of
musical entertainment will precede the half-hour show. A mixer

May 7-9 Set
For 'Pirates'
SC Debut

leper-like by other factions of the
College?
Time has dribbled by, but not
too far by for those responsible
to reconsider a smash-welcome
for alumni during 'Homecoming
Week. Tradition must be build up
and not torn apart, and the greatest tradition of all, Homecoming
Week, must go on.

Dan (Tim) Hurson and Kay
iMcHugh will party Sunday night
and the little napkins and huge
cake will tell their secret. We all
knew anyway after he beat her
at badminton so often and she
At McKay's after
still played
the Spec party, Sara Roberts and
Vince Pepper put on imitations of
the police and had householders
Drama Guild USO
in a frenzy
troupe with its successful directress, Carroll Cervetto, has been
invited to do a show, on the Yorktown Carrier after they were such,
a hit for the sailors last week
"Pirates of Penzance" leads, seventeen year-old Bill Kirby and velvet-voiced Doris Tierney kidded

...
...

.. .

Scenes from the operatic work
are laid on the coast of Cornwall
during the present time. Gilbert's

<cV» -of
when a
child to the Pirates of Penzance
who were gentle with orphans for
the reason that they themselves
were orphans. The role of Frederic will be played by Bill Kirby
while the feminine lead will star
Doris Tierney as Mabel, the youngest of General Stanley's daughters.
Cast Augmented
Two additions signed on the
stellar cast this week include Don
Woods as the police sergeant and
John Floyd as the Pirate King's
lieutenant. Other leads will be
taken by Rita Horan, Gene
Brown, Margaret Acheson, Helen
Del Guzzo, Clare Moshofsky, Ed
Dick, and Wyoming Brooks.
Under the direction of Lucia
Barll, ticket sales for the May
presentation will begin on Tuesday, April 23. Admission has been
set at sixty-five cents. According
to Moeller, members of the Guild
expect a sell-out a full week before opening night.
Other committee managers include Michele Riverman, costuming; Pauline Cruickshank, makeup; Jean Boyle, scenery; and Pat
Willis, programs.
Ushers Announced
Members of Silver Scroll, women's activities and scholastic
honorary, and the Intercollegiate
Knights will usher at the perfor-

delightfully

Frederic,

erratte—tejrt

apprenticed

Faculty Makes
Holy Week
Enagagements SC Knights
Attend Salt
in
During the Easter recess many
of the Jesuit Fathers will assist
conducting the services of Holy
Week in the various parishes of
the diocese and state. The following assignments were made by Father Harold Small, S.J., president
of Seattle College.
Fr. Julius LaMotta,S.J., journeyed yesterday to Spokane to assist
at St Aloyslus Church. Father
James McGuigan, S.J., will go to
Ellensburg during the Easter holidays; Father Joseph Edelman, S.
J., Longview; Father James McGoldrick, S.J., Enumclaw; Father
Francis Logan, S.J., Mildand; Fr.
Raymond Nichols, S. J., Winslow.
(Continued

on page 3)

SC Opposes
Portland U
In Radio Quiz

will follow the broadcast in the
X of C Hall. Dancing will continue until midnight. According to
Fenton both the radio feature and
the mixer are open to the student body.
Tickets for the occasion will go
on sale Tuesday for seventy-five
cents. It is to be noted that members of the audience must be in
the door of the hall and seated
not later than 9:15 p. m.
(Continued on page 3)

Drama Guild
Sets Curtain
Dates for Play

McKay Elected
AWSSC Tolo Prexy by Hiyu;
Heads Name
Committees

Clark to Scribe

James McKay, mathematics sophomore, was this week elected
chief of the Hiyu Coolees, memBy Cordelia Keppinger
Roberta Fritsch, history senior, bers of the Seattle College hiking
Representing the Seattle ColWith the organization of the
assumed office immedilege chapter of the Intercollegiate Light Opera Guild and the revi- and Lucille Hayden, sociology sen- club. He
Drama Guild, a brigade ior, were named this week as co- ately upon the retirement of
val
of
the
Knights, Tom Pettinger, chancelBrave Leon Carria.
of latent artistic talent has rallor of the exchequer, and Jerry lied to the cause of College ac- chairmen of the Associated WoTaking over the quill of the
Thalle, honorable duke, left Tues- tivities. Entertainers on the Brem- men's Cotton Ball. Date of the organization will be Virginia
day morning for the three-day na- erton show last Sunday, for ex- annual spring tolo has been ten- Clark, dietetics sophomore. Louie
tatively set for Friday, May 17. Duvall, general freshman, will
tional convention in Salt Lake Ci- ample, were so ail-overly successGuild
has
reful
Drama
According to Rosemary Barrett, handle the wampum.
that the
ty, Utah. Accompanying them is
numerous requests for re- student bun chairman, the hot
ceived
John Ayres, 1944 SC graduate and turn engagements.
cross bun sale resulted in a sucroyal duke of the national
The program, as organized by
cess. Thirty dozen rolls, which
3)
Knights'
organization.
(Continued
page
I
on
were sold but not called for, were
delivered to the children at the
Sacred Heart Orphanage.

Lake Meet

Ryan to Head
Dad-Daughter

Pat Eisen to Rule Traditional Homecoming

Court; Hayden, Floyd, Morrison and Conroy
Elected as Royal Attendants at Civic

Fete Committees

Members of Silver Scroll, women's scholastic and activities
honorary, have announced the
date of their annual FatherEd Dick about their marriage.
Daughter banquet as Thursday,
On the flaxen tresses of twenty-year-old Patricia Eisen will rest the crown of the
Dick almost lost ten bucks on the
May 16. According to Barbara
of
the
J.
M.
Homecoming Queen of Seattle College this year. The second member
deal, so the kids had to tell him
Ann Ryan, chairman of the dinball,
the
homecoming
Eisen family to be enthroned as the female monarch of an SC
ushthe event will be held at the
ner,
the truth
An after-skit-reelections
Wednesday
of The
pretty senior sociology student will reign over students and graduates on the night
hearsal surprise party was thrown
ered In a new era for SO students. Edmund Meany Hotel.
Formal Initiation of Spring
for Bill Moeller's 24th birthday
Saturday, May 4, in the Civic Auditorium.
The acceptance of the recently
resulted
were
cast
also
pledges will be conducted
Jeanne Clark and Brent Crosby
total
of
336
votes
quarter
election
in
which
a
Wednesday's all-school
submitted ASSC constitution will under the direction of the five
had Mr. Donaghy in a predicachemFloyd,
senior;
Colleen
sociology
Hayden,
royal
for
Lucille
court
in claims to the
create an upset In many student Fall quarter Scrollers. Public anment when they borrowed his car.
istry junior; Katie Morrison, so-,
it
organizations. A document that nouncement of new members will
He'd called police and reported
ciology sophomore; and Kathleen
stolen
Frosh hold a picnic
will cover every possible loophole be made at the next student body
Convoy, sociology freshman. The
May 19 for the entire school. That mances. Musical accompaniment
represent
has seen its last rough draft and meeting.
will be provided by Carm Geyer four princesses will
will be over 1400 students too
Silver Scroll members have ascorduring
their respective classes
is ready for the final printing.
(Continued on page 3)
sumed
as a spring project the conGlamour Girl Ruth Roberts has
onation ceremonies at the Civic.
A nurse
reof the servicemen's
green-rimmed glasses
temporization
Mortal,
BiU
chairman
the
of
pubWith a committee of forty
wrote a long letter to the Advisplaque.
vision committee, was aided by
licity, decoration, ticket, and proory Board and definitely wants it
workers, plans for the elev( hiif Justice of the Judical Board,
gram
known that polls at the hospital
annual Homecoming Dance
enth
Peterson, and Roscoe Balch,
June
(Providence) are unwanted, especontinued to take shape this week.
Jim
heads
McKay
Jack Flood, Beverly McLucas,
cially by her
Co-chairmen Ardon Weibel and
with
Virgie
Club
Hiking
Steve Rellly, and Otto Vogeler In
the
Mary Stevenson announced that
Clark as his secretary. Louis Duthe compilation of the new conthe name of the orchestra will be
vall now holds the club purse
Around the corner from the released in the next edition of the
stitution.
College Cavern wraps downtown bus stop and 150 feet
strings
Spectator. Dancing will take place
its garbage in old Spectators. Gar- from the College's Liberal Arts
The dean's office recently refrom
nine until twelve.
leased
information regarding senbage men now have something to Building, the Chieftain Fountain
The publicity and ticket comSpectator will hold all-day sessions beginwhich will be held this
read between runs
ior
orals
launched an extensive proyear from May 1 toMay 3. Examparty was ultra-nice at the Lake ning Tuesday, April 23. The pro- mittees
to
memnotify
all
gram this week
Forest Community house. Char- gram and menu will consist maininations will cover questions on
bers of the graduating classes of
Hum
and
a
snacks.
played
philosophy and religion and will
ades were
ly of in-between-class
honor
years
of their
the last ten
be one-half hour in length.
game. Kathie Neidermeyer was Students interested In renewing
THIS
WEEK
at the Homecoming Ball and to
Friday,
holiday
very motherly in the Hum game, their pre-Lenten eating habits, are
Good
a
Catholic students will be quesToday
invite all present and former stufor twenty minutes on philtioned
just like she is in the coming pro- Invited by the proprietors, John
NEXT WEEK
dents and friends of the College
duction, "Out of the Frying Pan" Wilson, Samuel Whlnlhan, and
and for ten minutes on reosophy
Last
to
Easter
vaday
Monday—
to the evening's festivities. ParNon-Catholics will be quitClicks at the Spec party were Harry Wilson, to attend the grand
ligion.
cation.
have
Collegians
ents of present
many, with Barrett and Farrow opening. Owners of the fountain
Tuesday Beginning of mid-quar- zed for thirty minutes on philosobeen issued invitations to be paat
SeJeanne
veterans
now
enrolled
Tangphy only.
are
at the camera
ters.
trons of the dance.
Each group of examiners will
ney invited a scribe up to use the attle College.
Friday End of mid-quarters.
Publicity agents for the 1946
Decorated in the College shades
of a board of three memtypewriter, although all of them
for
consist
Camp
Coolees
leave
Hiyu
Homecoming Ball are June PetChiefwhite,
use
half
of
of
maroon
and
the
the Jesuit faculty. Names
busy.
"iHe
can
bers
of
were
Parson
erson, committee manager; Bill
assigned to the
Weekend hik- tain Fountain promises to bolster
Fathers
mine," she said
of
the
Parade,"
a
Mendel
Club
"Easter
Farrow, Alice Gary, Lorraine
ofmorale
by
a
be released at
McHugh
mid-morning
M.
as
student
boards
will
ers will have C.
dance, Casa Italiana, 9 until various
IJrul.-, Steve Reilly, Kay LaForTo wear Homecoming Crown
date.
cook. Henriot will not go on the fering service combined with qualPATRICIA
EISEN
»
later
13.
(Continued on page 3)
ity.
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Voters Ratify
Proposed ASSC
Constitution

Student Vets
Open Campus
Eating Place

Senior Orals
Scheduled for
First of May

.. .

.. .
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Paschal Tidings

...

"Pour forth upon us, O Lord, the.
spirit of Thy Love, that by Thy loving kindness we may be of one mind."

With the Resurrection occupying
the Paschal Cycle, the supplication appears again this Easter as the post-

communion prayer for both Holy Saturday and Easter Sunday. But this
time, the first peacetime Easter in five
years, the words of the Risen Saviour
to His disciples, "Peace be to you,"
can be re-realized. The antiphonal
quotation capsules in prayer-form the
convictions of every just world leader. For unity of interest, unity of destinies, and unity in a realization of
the human family's dignity can emanate only from the sound principles

"made of one mind."
deemer is the focal event of the whole
of history, the most striking confirmation of His divinity, the culminating
point of the Church's liturgical cycle,
the most exalting event in the Son of
God's entire earthly course, and elementally, the foundation of our whole
Faith. For the Word became Incarnated, suffered and died to triumph
over the world, the flesh, and the

GRINNING LIKE A DOG

chairman...

(In response to student demand, the Spectator presents the first
of a aeries of articles dealing with parliamentary law.)
The most important of parliamentary measures is the "main
motion." It is proposed with the words, "Mister Chairman, I
move that
." e.g., "I move that *2,000 be appropriated for
"
Ink wells."
It must then be seconded.
The main motion now has the floor, is open for debate, and
must be voted on before another main motion can be entertained.
It may however, be amended in the following manner: "Mis.". The speakter Chairman, Imove! to amend the motion by
." or by
er then specifies, perhaps by "removing the phrase
and
"adding the words" or by "striking out the phrase
substituting
The amendment to the motion must be seconded. It may be
discussed- It must be voted on. If the amendment to the motion
is passed It Is incorporated into the motion and after further
debate "the motion as amended" is then voted on.
Before the amendment is voted on, it too, may be amended in
exactly the same manner: "Mister Chairman, Imove to amend
." It is seconded, debated,
the amendment to the! motion by
it
is
into the "amendment
passed,
incorporated
on.
If
and voted
"
to the motion( which is then debated and voted on.
"The motion as amended" is then up for debate and vote.
".The "amendment to the amendment" may itself be amended
as above, but that ends it. Any number of amendments may be
incorporated, one at a time into the main motion. Only one can
be before the house at a time, however.
Confused? If so, read it again, because succeeding articles will
be no less involved.

..

..

......

...

To blithely gather dutfl in Bay
To roam through poison oak,
To flick my ash in croci gay,
And gag on smudge-pot smoke;
To watch the sweet and gentle rain
Shrink undies on the line,
To stagger down a dreamy lane
To find a cross-roads sign.

Jeanne Tangney

A number of students have uncovered an in-

genious method of determining just how well
known they are on the campus. The secret lies
In leaving a letter addressed to them lying in
the bookstore for two or three days. Then they
take the number who tell them about it and

My soul leaps up and soars with glee
O'er fields and meadows green,
While sick in bed the rest of me
Presents a sorry scene.

add fifteen.

Tis Spring that makes me get an "E"
From dancing half the night,
"Tls Spring that makes the bard in me
Come forth with verses trite.

—

1 COLUMN, 8 point
By

Jeanne Bazen

Senior of the Week
Bob Truckey

* * * * *

Barbara Ellen Reardon gave herself away In
Marketing and Advertising last week, when she
quoted a week's cigarette expenditure at 95.00.
Mr. Heffernan thereupon generously consented to
excuse Miss Reardon for the remainder of the
session; he figured she was due to start scaling the walls any minute.

—

*****

It took a blow like syllogistic Logic to do it,
but Iron Man Gene Voiland has finally cracked.
He's been pressing harried seniors all week with
.he frantic query, "If my major is chemistry
and my minor is philosophy, what can Idraw
for a conclusion?" We wouldn't want to be the
../st to tell him, but it looks as though his has
already been drawn.
*P

*l*

*P

*l*

T*

Romantically inclined Ed Dyck was ten dollars poorer this week because Cupid popped out
to first with the bases loaded. Seems Dot Tierney and Bill Klrby were so convincing in those
love duets in Bremerton last Sunday night that
Ed laid ten dollars the knot had been tied. An
Interesting sidelight was Dot's cryptic postscript
"Sorry to say, Ed lost."

LIBRARY LIFE
The library reading room has class.
With tables of varnished wood.
Its shelves are filled with ponderous books,
Some, Ibelieve, understood.
SC scholars all congregate here,

What peppery young columnist and aspiring
thespian was seen Saturday night engaging in

To study, as we're well aware.
But somehow that mental machinery revolves
With the port of a spring County Fair.

ardent amours with what flaxen-haired residjnt
of Bordeaux Hall? And what's more, it was just
—
like the grapefruit drink right in the public
eye. This sort of thing isn't exactly our department, but Bill Moffat seemed to be looking the
other way at the time. Hope you don't mind
our stealing your thunder, Bill, but you'll admit
the item was too good to kill.

What harm can be found in a little "Hello"
To a friend you see ten times a day?
And just to impress all the students around,
You grapple for something to say.

*****

"Have you started your econ assignment?
Or do you find the going rough, too"
"So help me, I'm so far behind in my work
Idoubt that I'll ever pull through."

But it was Caroline Campbell who brought
down the house, when she charaded a popular
slogan, to the complete confusion of the spectators. "Say, you know," she explained breathless-

"Say, who were you with at the dance last night?"
"It was a bit of all right, Imust say."
"Did you follow the crowd to the Manor? You did?
Well, how do you feel today?"

ly when the noise had subsided, "I thought that
calamo was toothpaste."

*****

The jabber continues, with this one and that,
Till you've exhausted the whole afternoon.
Though socially speaking, it's been a success,
Scholastically, it ended too soon.

As you think of it now, you can still remember your first Impression of him. Aside from the combination of six-foot-three,
a downright friendly smile, and a tan of the California variety,
you just naturally liked him because he looked so naturally likeable- Since then tempus has fugit but you've not had reason to

You wish that you'd never heard of the - place,
And swear you'll be heading straight home.
But before you can gather your books up to go,
You, too, may be writing a pome.

— Tom Tangney

The victory of the God-Man Re-

devil.
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Harbor for Harvest
Spring having crept in coyly, its way wrung
slept, a stranger to such subtleties,
while I
fathomed in me a mine of close-kept harmonies.
Should they be sung? to new-sprung tune give tongue?
Or hush to thrush's cry to sighs among
Pools pathed by rush of brook, fields flushed by breeze
to strafing rain? Silence my song in these?
Truant strain, stifle again as sudden as unstrung?

—

—

Swift surge is better guessed than half-expressed.
Turn— when it's Spring!— to soil and toil of seeding.
List to the call, low-in-lea, and twist of swallow!

During this season of Easter it is Phrase formed and harbored in heart is best.
the business of the Catholic Church Rhythms abound! Fresh sounds need first the heeding,
to re-live the glorious life of Christ. if in Fall, lowly furls gone, the full fruits follow.
Nancy Cecilia Swarva.
She decorates her sanctuaries, and
joyous harmonies pour forth from the
organ. Certain prayers like the Regina Caeli are said standing, to typify To the Students of SC:
In the last issue of the Spectator there were several remarks
those who triumph, and during the made
about the inefficiency of the Lettermen's Club in trying to
forty days of the Easter proper, joy hold a ping-pong tournament. As Iwas chairman of this tournaand gladness fill the Church's liturgy. ment, I take this chance to save the reputation of the LetterClub and in so doing Ispeak for all Lettermen at Seattle
The introit, antiphon, verse, response, men'a
College.
Just why wasn't this tournawe did not keep a duplicate listeverything is followed by that spirited
In so far as we didn't we
refrain that also has been buried since ment a success? The reason ing.
can be summed up in a few short - still admit fault, but all know
Septuagesima but rises again in to- words: LACK OF SCHOOL what wouldhave happened even
if we did have one. The tournamorrow's Mass: Alleluia, alleluia.
SPIRIT. There were about fifty
ment would have dragged on
five or sixty who signed their
If mankind and democracy are to names to the list on the board. and on the way it has, and unless some of the contestants
about two weeks to
be preserved there must be a return Then it tookentrance
fees, which
were moved by an earthquake,
receive the
to the principles arising from the new
would probably have finished
were not exorbitant considering
life of Easter. To enjoy true peace that we had to buy nets and some time in 1950.
the tournament got
men responsible for the government balls. Then
That brings us to the final
under way. The girls as a whole
objection, which is a Just one
of peoples must renounce the cult of were uncooperative. There were, for
some contestants who have
might against right; they must still If Iremember correctly, three won their games.Thatis: "What
played by the girls, and
happened to the entrance fees?"
the waves of greed and evil and they games
about eight fees paid.
of the fees was used in
Part
supreme
must accept the
authority of
The boys showed more spirit, equipment, and some la left
the Creator, as the basis of all mor- but were, of course, stopped by over. To disperse any enmities,
the renovation of the K. of C.
ality. Hatred, jealousy, and envy are Hall. After that was over they we of the Lettermen's Club
make this offer. We will return
food for war. Love, justice, and truth would never play their games. the fees
to any contestant who
One would think that there were so desires. They may see me,
are the food of peace.
smallpox at the Hall the way
and Iwill reimburse them even
Since Paschaltide bears the charac- everyone stayed away. Then the though it may draw into our
final blow came last week when
dwindling treasury.
ter of a time of renewal, the first
someone decided to dispose of
peacetime Easter since 1941 should the tournament-listing on the
Sincerely yours,
witness the impulse towards a new board. He did so well that we
have not seen "hide nor hair"
Vincent A. Pepper, secretary
world in harmony with spiritual ideals of It since. The great objection
now lies in the fact as to why
and the needs of the human family.
Lettermen's Club

—

change that first impression; In fact, you've only substantiated
it with the
fact that in playing a brilliant
INSIDE INFO that he: was
born in Seattle some twenty- center with the Chieftains foi
three years ago on Jan. 31; was the past three years (and that
with the difficulty listed above)
raised 'n reared all in West Sehe has in great measure enabled
attle, graduating in 1941 from
SC to successfully bridge the inWest Seattle High School; atterval of the war. Nor must we
tended the University of Washbe reminded that his achieveington for one year and since
then has hailed SC as his Alma ments range not only in the
athletic, but also in the scholMater; possesses a unique passion for three-Inch steaks, is astic fields. It is not even necessary to elucidate those school
engaged to one Miss Dorothy
Beibel; aspires to hang an M.D. honors which he . now holds,
after his name after the next such as vice-president of the
Letterman's Club and of the
four years of mcd school; has
never been seen to visibly wor- senior class, treasurer of ASSC,
ry; is now slightly on edge over
member of Alpha Sigma Nu,
"those darn senior orals"; likes Jesuit men's national honorary,
to play anything, especially and recent pledge to Alpha Epswimming, basketball, and basesilon Delta, national pre-medball; has a herniated intervertebral disc coupled with a sac- ical honorary. We don't need
ro-iliac slippage.
to say all that, because we alThere Is little left to say be- ready know him; he's Bob
cause you already know the Truckey, Senior of the
Week!
rest. We need not mention the

Letters to the Editor

I

Dear Editor:
Is it not the tradition of the

Spectator to Introduce to the
students of Seattle College a
"senior of the week," not excluding one member of the
class? Whether this is true or
not, we sincerely believe that
many students side with us in
saying that every senior should
be acknowledged.

Is it Just through social prestige that a student gains recognition? We surely grant you
that interest in school activities
is worthy of praise, but it is al-ways the case that many put a
great deal more time in on
school projects than do others.
But we perhaps forget that a
great many of our seniors come
to school for the purpose of being conscientious students of SC
for four full years. Circumstances may be such that this

one or that one was compelled
to work his way through College. He thus divided his efforts between studies and a necessary job. If Mary Smith or
John Brown attended the school
functions, showed interest in
the student body, and attended
to his lectures with persevering spirit, is not this loyalty?
Young men and women attending places of learning under

such circumstances sacrifice
many things, things thai you
and Iprobably will never realize. Their primary purpose is
to obtain for themselves a firm
sound philosophy of life. Could
there be truer loyalty?

We as college students also
must realize that all cannot be
leaders, for within this plan of
life we have the fervent followers who support their leaders.
You cannot help but agree thf»*
every senior is worthy of recognition, for four years of study
is an accomplishment. Cannot
something be done to remedy
this awkwardsituation, not only
for the Spectator staff, but for
"Our Seniors?"
Louise Messmer
Nora Murray
Helen McDougall
Marge Siemion
To the Editor:
Iam here asking a question.
Do or do not the nurses of Providence Hospital wish to participate in affairs at Seattle College?
So far they have said that
they are an integral part of SC,
they have demanded their rights
as regular students and members of the association. That is
as far as they have gone.
There are several points on
(Continued

on page 3)

On the specific request of Fr. Corrigan, this
column wishes to announce that the "No Dumping" signs on the lower campus definitely will
not be used as backboards for the gymnasium.
One-Column 8 point makes no attempt to justify the decision, but merely surmises that following due deliberation, the plan was apparently
deemed impracticable.

*****

It must have been quite a blow to First Hill's
Cathedral parish when the McKay clan shifted
its collective weight to St. Jo's and Capitol Hill.
After all, when the John E. McKay's move In a
body, it's not a departure, it's an exodus.

*****

Overheard in the lower hall Wednesday morning:

"Look at that girl they're carrying upstairs.
Is there something the matter with her?"
"There must be; she doesn't always go around
Uke that."
n*

vr

*p

*I*

n*

Just where lies the essential something that
makes Fr. Reidy so newsworthy we wouldn't attempt to ascertain, but he seems to hit these
columns with the inviolable regularity of monthly
insurance premiums. He does it again with the
quotable quote of the week. Following roll the
other day. Father declared brusquely, This
Is the second day of perfect attendance. It's beginning to get on my nerves!"

*****

All we can say (In print, that Is) regarding
recent statements which appeared in local newspapers, is that Billy Rose picked a fine time to
come forth with his observations. Not that we
hold him responsible for all 721 of those who
failed to vote for Homecoming queen, but Billy
makes an easy and discreetly distant scapegoat.

*****

Listed among S. C.'s Sights and Sounds of
Spring this week would be endless hoards of hot
cross buns, consumed to the chanting rhythms
of "Ta-ran-ta-ra" or the dirgeful strains of "A
Policeman's Lot." Tin Pan Alley will be just another sidestreet as far as SC is concerned so long
as the "Pirates of Penzance" is in the ascendancy.

*****

A notable item about Saturday night's Spec
party was the hasty consumption of last bites
as curfew approached for Sunday communicants.
/That pervading awareness of Catholicism-in-thefore provides a common inspiration for Catholic
action which no student who is the product of a
Catholic education can afford to ignore.

*****

'

We promised him we'd print it, and who are
we to fly in the face of our bread and nucoa?
Ergo: Treasurer Father Earl's batting average
for Wednesday's game came out a flat .500. There.
We said it and we're glad. It's up to you, Father,
to build it from there. We only print the facts
ourselves.

-*****

We're curious to learn the Identity of the UnArtist of Room 32. Going Into that class
every day Is like attending a slow-motion moving picture;— every day a new twist Someday
that proboscis is going to lose Its grip, and
somebody'll take a terrific spill, preferably before we get to Thesis XUI
sung

—
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Science Crad Begins Interning;
SC Brothers Receive Discharges

Line* on Former Students

3

Coolees Trek to Lake Parsons Four Intramural
On Traditional Springtime
Teams in SC
Week-end Mountain Outing Diamond Race
By Tom

CHIEFTAIN
HATTER

Tangney

The newly-elected Hiyu Coolee prexy, Jim McKay, will
by J. P. O'Neill and C. M. Floyd
Sports Staff Writer
Friday afternoon when the
By GEORGE MEAD
Frank McDonough, a student Uver was a visitor on the cam- assume his duties of office next
Four strong teams have
pick
up
bags
hikers
their
and
for
week-end
stay
head
a
1942-43,
Explanation
of the College in
Even without our president, Fawas pus this week. While attending
taken to the field in the Se- ther
Small, being there to toss
Vince
who was head of
discharged from the army on SC he was active in the Gavel at Camp Parsons.
Pepper
attle College intramural foot-' the opening pitch, the intramural the Lettermen's ping pong tourThe list of hikers eligible for
March 30. He was overseas from Club.
ball league and it looks likei league got off to a roaring start nament had a word of explanation
the Fall of 1944 until January ofI
Ed Read, SC student from the three-day trip has been posted
for the failure of it. His argument
this year, attending school at 1941 to 1944, is working as a on the bulletin board. Since the
it will be a nip and tuck race} last Tuesday.
Darbe, England, and seeing ac- chemical engineer at the Long- number of Hlyus making the trek
all the way. The veteransj Behind the excellent pitching of about the lack of spirit in the
tion in France, Austria, and Ger- view Lumber Company in Long- has been limited to 65, those who
seem to be the team to beat Andy Charvet who allowed only a student body was pretty close to
few scattered hits, the Vets open- the truth. 'How could the Lettermany. Frank intends to return to view, Washington. He received his have attendedthe most hikes since
as the race begins.
the College Fall quarter.
ed their seasonby downing the (Hi- men finish the
if the
degree from the University ot last 'September will be given first

"

"

"

SC Golfers
Lead Lukes
Around Course

"

choice when the Parsons' roster is
Mickey McDonough, brother Washington last November.
A former Hiyu Coolee, Bob compiled. 'Eligible hiking club
Members of the Seattle College
of Frank, also was recently discharged from the army. He serv- Parent is staying in New York members who are not planning on golf team opened their 1946 Winco
to League season with a crushing
ed in the European theatre in following his recent release from the week-end event are asked
Leon
Carria
Prexy
the
He
is
veteran
of
contact
Past
army.
a
11-4 win over Pacific Lutheran o<
the infantry. At present he is
eighteen months' overseas duty. so that their places may be filled Parkland at the tough University
working in Seattle.
Bob is a member of the SC class by students farther down the list. Golf Course Wednesday.
Discharged from the navy on
At Tuesday's meeting of Hiyu
of 1943.
High honors of the day went
March 1, Bob Gorman is on a six
Coolee,
a committee of cooks was to Chuck McQueenwy
Noreen Lyons, a student in
months' vacation from St. Louis
whose 37 on
1943-45, has set her wedding date named for next weekend.The con- the last nine holes gave him a
Medical School. He will attend
noisseurs
and
chief
bottle
washers
April 27. She will be married
game total of 80. The entire team
SC to complete studies leading to as
to Thomas Gilkey in St. Joseph's selected include M. R. Roller, V. played steady golf.
a B.S. degree before returning to
i:. Clark, S. E. Oursler, and M.
church.
St. Louis. He previously attended
The Chieftain's next scheduled
J.
Latta.
recently
9 Home on leave
from
the College in 1942- 43.
Each hiker is requested to match was against Western WashPensacola was Ensign Roland
Pat Dyke, an army nurse in IE. Leadon. At the end of his leave bring his own bedding and a knife, ington at Bellingham yesterday.
Seattle College
Germany until her recent return he expected to go to San Francis- fork, and spoon.
Norm Trudeap
to the States, has been released co and then Guam for further as2^
from the service. She is a gradu- signment. He went to SC from
Gene MaeDonald
1%
ate of Seattle College.
2
Chuck McQueenwy
1941 until 1944.
Ray Nissen
2
9 Bill Pettlnger is now a con- 9 Sgt. Tom Borthwick is expecAl Murich
.3
sulor at Boys' Town in Nebraska. ted home soon and will report to
Pacific Lutheran
9 A music major at the Uni- Fort Lewis for discharge. A naWalt Simmonsen
%
(Continued
four)
versity of Washington, Mark Dolon page
Bill Walters
1%
1
A splash party sponsored by Warren Jaech
1
the Lettermen's Club will be held Ronald Gratias
T. Perrault
0
the
on Saturday, May

"

"

"

Truckey Heads

.

LettermanPlanned

.

tournament

Bill Mayer, head man for the' yu Coolees 4
to 1. Father Logan contestants wouldn't show up to
Vets, pulls no punches when it'
was the losing pitcher for the play their games?
comes to his team's prospects. Hiyus.
Says Bill, "The pennant's as good
« «
as ours. The more batting pracLettermen Star
tice we get the greater our vic(Continued from page 1)
Wednesday the Lettermen

"

tories will be."
The Lettermen nine are pitching up momentum and hope to be
hitting their stride soon. In three
recent victories they showed potential power at the plate. But as
Bill Fenton comments, "We unfortunately have no aces in the hole.
Our team will remain as it stands
today. New talent is out for the
Lettermen."

Gene Brenner's Stars dropped
their first league game but looked
strong in pre-season contests.
With his full turnout, Gene predicts they can hand anyone a
rough game.

Drama Guild

leaped right into the middle the Guild's M. C, Carmel Cervet
of the flag race with a 11 to, consisted of a variety of song
to 4 win over the Stars. Bill dance, dramatic, and instrumenta
Fenton was the winningpitch- numbers as follows: Bill Kirby
Doris Tierney, a vocal duet
er while Gene Brenner was and
"My Hero"; Doris Tierney, vocal
the chucker for the losers. rendition of "Jealousie"; Bill MoelThus the first week of play ler, marimba selections, "Dol
ends with the Vets and Let- Dance" and "Czardas"; a skit b;
termen sharing the top spot (Mary Ellen Moore and Jeanne Ra
zen starring Pat Willis, Jeanne
with one win and no losses Razen,
Geyer, Cordelia Kep
Hiyu
while the
Coolees and pinger, Carm
Mary Ellen Moore, an<
Stars share the basement Marjorie Balch; a tap dance b;
with no wins and one loss. ;Kathryn Kindred; two vocal ren

* " "

ditions of "Temptation" and
Who's Going To Win?
"More Than You Know" by Helen
Not having been able to make Del Guzzo; Cordelia Keppjnger,
George Anderson speaking for
the Hiyu Coolee team concedes the the trip south to witness the spring iarrangements of '*Schon Rosmaability of the Vets. "Charvet training of the clubs making up Irin" and "Rhapsody in Blue" on
makes an A-l pitcher," he agrees, this league, Iwill reserve by pre- the violin; and Madelyn Baldwin,
at
YWCA
11. The swimming program will
"but with a full team on the job dictions as to the outcome of the istylings of "Strike JUp The Band"
last from 8:30 to 9:30 and will
our chance to cop the pennant is intramural league till next issue iand "St. Louis Blues."
when Iwill have had a chance to
George Ross, director of the
be followed by dancing until midas good as any club's."
by Ed Beasley
(Continued from page 1)
the
Drama
Guild's spring production,
night.
see
teams
in
action.
1
So there you have it, the whole
** *
iis carrying rehearsals for Frances
Coach Joe Pulls a Fast One
Bob Truckey, general chairman
after
story
opening
games.
the
Father Small, Gerald Beezer, S.
Iused to enjoy the basketball turnouts, for Maestro Budnick of the party, has appointed George
Fore!
iSwan's "Out Of The Frying Pan"
Put your chips on the team of
Daniel
J.,
Reidy,
CarS.J.,
had plenty of variety and zip in his drills. There were no dull min- 'Miller in charge of music and
Robert
The golf team was In the spot- 1through its second week with an
your choice and back it all the
utes for anybody. As a regular spectator I soon became aware Maurie Claeys, ticket chairman. mody, S.J., will assist at St. Jo- way.
light Wednesday when they open- 'ieye to performances billed for
of some of thd pet pedagogical principles of Mr. Budnick who is a Tickets will sell for $2.50 a cou- seph Church in Seattle; Father
ed their season by entertaining Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursdeadly foe of sloppy and careless play. "Do it right in practice" ple.
the PLC team in the Winco open- <day, May 21, 22, and 23, at the
Claire Marshall, S.J., Monte VlrIt would seem that he applies this same rule td baseball. Not long
er at the University Golf Course. 1Women's Century Club.
gine. Father James Gilmore, S.J.
The play, a Broadway success,
Thursday the Chiefs sent a fiveago Joe's Glaser team met Seattle Prep in a practice game at Broad(Continued from page 1)
Immaculate
Conception; Father
way. Joe came to bat with a runner on third. As the pitcher began
man team up to Bellingham to in- sshows great promise as an SC
Arthur Wharton, S.J., Carmelite tune, Frank Barrett, John Pow(Continued from page 1)
his windup, Joe dropped his bat and reached for a handful of dirt.
vade the Vikings' course in the IDrama Guild production. PresMonastery;
and
Don
and
Father
Woods,
Katie'Morrison
Arthur
Jeanne
first trip of the year.
iident Roscoe Balch has appointed
inexperienced
sophomore
ers,
Keppinger,
The
Cordelia
twirler became puzzled at the sight
** *
(
Keppinger to handle tickof a batless hitter and stopped his motion. The balk scored the co-chairmen of the music com- Earl, S.J., naval Receiving Station, Marie Eschbach, Tom Tangney,
Cordelia
programs.
runner. Some say it was a "dirty" trick but> according to Joe it was mittee, have arranged for a pro- Pier 91.
Racketeers?
ets
t
and
Balch,
and Pat Travers.
Roscoe
just a practice game and that's the best time to learn by mistakes. gram consisting of numbers by
THE TENNIS RACKET APand
Doris
coKirby
Tierney,
Bill
Last Sunday Joe's team was playing for keeps. The score was all
PEARS TO BE ON THE DOWN
tied up in the eighth, the bases full, and Glasers at bat. As the stars of "The Pirates of Penzance"
SWING, BXTT BAD. WITH NO
Navelair chucker begain his windup, Cooper," the ancient but dan- Madeline Baldwin, Phyllis BarnREGULAR TURNOUTS OR
gerous hitter, began to look around home plate for a lost dime. hardt, Helen Del Guzzo, and Bill
PRACTICES
SCHEDULED
(Continued from page 2)
The pitcher paused for a moment and, as Leo says, "There's your Moeller. A girl's vocal trio from
THINGS LOOK A LITTLE ON
Veedol
Aerotane Gasoline
Providence Hospital, composed of which Ibase this argument: the
ball game!"
To the Editor:
THE DARK SIDE FOR OUR LOMotor Oils
and
T.vdol
and
Parent,
Elaine Keefe
first, that of the revised ASSC
Jack Drummey would like to know where Joe was when Shirley
It seems to me that a good CAL RACKET-WIELDERS.
Expert Lubrication
Dorothy Gleason will oblige with constitution and their admithappened.
all this
Jack is a football man and doesn't pretend several musical selections, and the tance into fuller participation old SC tradition has been sadAccessories Mufflers Installed
to know much about baseball. However, he does feel that Seattle College Drama Guild will with school affairs and their ly neglected this year. In past
SEE "GENE" BRENNER
f.r that Smiling Associated
the Coach should be around especially when his boys are present a ten minute humorous subsequent rejection of proposed years every member of the sen- Home of the Peroni Opera Guildi
Service
privileges at the latest ASSC ior class was given a write-up
fighting to win a close one. How come, then, Joe took off in skit.
Sing Opera; the Grand Way
EA. 0962
East
Madison
arrangements
program
Other
and
the
1221
meeting;
"gripe"
second
PR. 5900
the early innings of the game?[Well, Jack, it's this way. A
under the caption, "Senior of
1110 Broadway
will be handled by Dick Coe and is their weak-kneed participabasketball referee has a whistle and with it he has nothing Pat
the Week." The way things look
Collins, ticket chairmen, and tion in the elections for Hometo fear. He can call fouls on players, on coaches, and even on IMollie O'Brien and Art Hastings, coming royalty.
now many outstanding seniors
the fans. But an umpire in baseball has no whistle but he posters.
Some would say
. "Let who have given of their time
has a thumb. And Joe got the thumb early in the game.
sleeping dogs lie"
but with and energy to SC for four years $
1340 E. Madison
the two-faced policy which
He didn't exactly oust Joe from the game because Joe is
iThe Answer to Your Floral Needs
be neglected in not being #1
seems to have affected the nursa little old for such strenuous sports but he was invited
en a writeup.
CORSAGES
(Continued from page 4)
ing student body of Providence
OA* TOI7 &
g
WE
DELIVER
to leave the park. But the Coach knows his way about
It
seems
in
such
pity
a
that
something
must
be
done!
and Pat Wittenberg on two piaBroadway Playfield after these many years. Itis a safe bet nos; Cordelia Keppinger on the
school every senior canWe have listened to their cry
he was crouched behind the Glaser bench, disguised as a violin; and Bill Moeller on the for fuller membership in the
included.
be
Who is to say
Pontiac mechanic, when the home team bilked a balk and Hammond electric organ.
College. We have given them
which person has done more for
Patrons for the Seattle College ample opportunity to attain
won the game in a walk. Which reminds me of another
school or been more deservproduction of "The Pirates of Pen- that harmony. But they do not
of Joe's pet sayings: "You got to be thinking out there!"
of distinction?
zance" will be charged five dol- cooperate. If all of the nursing
"CENTRAL, CANCEL THAT CALL!"
No
matter who is left out
will entitle them to student body of Providence are
We used to be bored with the help Skiff was going to get from lars which
there
will
be hurt feelings. One
recog- on floor duty or in classes all
his former bosses the Yankees. And now, as the Rainiers come North tickets, reserved seats, and
(FORMERLY BARNEY O'CONNOR'S)
(
has
been made
already
opera
the
programs. Re- the time (especially at the error
after dropping three consecutive series, we are urged to cheer up, nition on
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR
that ofneglecting to start printfor Torchey Torrance is going to put through a long distance call freshments will be served during times when we hold meetings
the
intermission.
to
which
are
It
they
invited).
ing the "Senior of the Week"
to the Braves. Better invest the money in some new records for
is useless for them to claim that earlier in the year. The next
TOOTH PASTES
the P. A. system, Torchy, for two weeks ago Boston placed a
the College is neglecting them.
TEN YEARS AGO
dozen players with their farm team in the Eastern League.
(Across the street from the Cathedral)
They must make the decision error can be prevented that of
IN THE SPEC
The Kids Knew Their Stuff
one
senior.
neglecting
any
Why
either they accept our offers
When our Northwest sports writers were giving us glow- Mendel Club, after a year of of friendship or they should feel not write up two seniors each
ing accounts of the Rainiers in their spring training we were discussion, adopts a design for the themselves obliged to cease week?
Let's hope that next year this
getting the straight stuff from Broadway and Pike. Six Club pin, and Mr. W. Carr is ap- their ridiculous demands for
feature
will be properly planned
chairman
of
the
compointed
pin
"fuller participation in SC afweeks ago when our squad was practically complete, the
organized so that every
and
mittee.
fairs."
forecaster of the Sports Roundup ticketed the Rainiers for
Very truly yours,
the second division. Makes a fellow wonder a bit when
'
Mary Trumbuil
Jeannette Granger plays the piA Student Officer
newspaper scribes speak about the blazing speed of a team ano and
Jack Moriarty gives a
which numbers such gazelles as Finlay, Sueme, Dobbins, dramatic recitation at the FriNorbert, Gabrielson and Aleno. And worse yet. to say the day Drama Guild meeting.
For after-school bowling parties or special

Splash Party

Beasley Says

Faculty Engagements

"

Homecoming Royalty

.

Radio Quiz

f

The Mail Bag

YOUNGQUIST

Associated Service
—

"

-

TOWER STUDIO!

—

.... .

Opera Guild

I

Bl

PETER PAN FLORIST

X

tiall

>J

SORRENTO DRUGS

—

"

I"

"

|>

"caliente".)

C
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ITAL IA N A

SIG'S BARBER SHOP

McCann's Shop

1622% Bth Avenue

Boys9 and Young Men
EL. 0227

1629

-

6th Aye.

RECREATION

12:00

"I

I SUMMER BOWLING IS FUN I
I

party reservations phone Dez Isaacson

FABER'S RESTAURANT
OPEN L'NTIL 3 A. M.

1213 THIRD AVENUE. Across from Northern Life Tower

A Post-lenten Treat That Canh Be Beat

....

BUMPS BLACKWELL and his band

■■

MAin 7234

SIXTH AND PINE

- EASTER PARADE
-jg^p

1

IJ»ACTLEBOWLING I

"

"

AND COSMETICS

—

—

team i» OK expect for a punch at the plate. Of course I
was there on the opening night. Wanted to check up on The Seattle College 'Mothers'
Club is planning their anniversary
those new records.
party for the 25th of April.
Border Hopper Stephens
Some of the minor considerations which brought the
St. Louis star back to the majors were: that six-shooters
in the belt were as common as key rings in the USA; that
the fans whistled to boo a player; that tamales took the
place of hot dogs and from the water tap C came hot water.
(The Spanish department informs us that the C is for

I

MEET YOUR FRIENDS ai .. .

t

"

1

Bring a Dote

|

&

£pk
g.

L,,

$O J
$ .76 stag
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Alice Maclsaac,
'43, Serves in
Pacific Red Cross

Two SC Orators
Report of German Occupation Attend Forensic
Meet at L A.
Through Four War Years

Weddings

Frencli Jesuit GivesGr aphicnic

Keiszling-Fruge
At a wedding ceremony at St.
Francis de Sales Church in Oakland, California, recently, Miss
Rosely Kieszling and Octave Frug-e, CMM, were united in marriage. The bride attended SC from
1937-39, graduated from Columbus Hospital School of Nursing,
and then took post graduate work
in nursing at the Chicago Lyingin Hospital. The couple will live
in Oakland.
Dunnlng-Sanders
Mr. and Mrs. Lome Dunning
announce the marriage of their
daughter, Lieut. Marguerite Dunning, ANC, to Charles R. Sanders of Sacramento. The new Mrs.
Sanders holds a degree in nursing from Seattle College. Since
her graduation in June, 1945 shehas been nursing at the base hospital at Fort MacArthur and recently was transferred to Dibble
"Jeneral Hospital.

Mead-Tobin
Back from their honeymoon
trip to British Columbia are

and Mrs. Robert E. Tobin,
Jr., who were married in December at St. Andrew Cliureh in Ellenaburg. Lieutenant Tobin, a
graduate of the College, served
overseas with the Eighth Air
Forces and flew a number of missions from England. The bride is
the former Miss Doris Margaret
Mead and a sister of George
Mead, engineering junior.
Lieut,

Gulstl-Sundstrom
Miss Lois Giusti became the
bride of Walter Sundstrom last
month at Our Lady of the Lake
Church. A reception was held at
the Washington Athletic Club.
Mrs. Sundstrom attended SC last

year.
Winter-Alston
St. Francis of Assisi Church,
Seahurst, recently was the scene
of the marriage of Miss Betty
Marie Winter to Robert S. Alston. The bride was a laboratory
technician stulent in 1944-1945.

Steinselfer-O'NeiU
Sacred Heart Church was the
acene of the wedding of Marlys
Ann Steinseifer and Ensign John

C. O'Neill, U.S.N.R., last month.
The bridegroom, who is attached
to the Naval Air Station in Klamath Falls, was graduated from
the. College and received his navy
commission at Columbia Midshipman School.
Didier-Lucas
A liberal arts student last year,
Miss June Lucas was married recently to A. J. Didier, U. S. N.
The ceremony took place in Queen
of Angels church in Port Angeles.
The newlyweds are making their
home in Idaho.
Cavanaugh-Schumacher
A ten o'clock Nuptial Mass last
month in St. Mary's Church
united in marriage Miss Geraldine
Cavanaugh and James C. Schumacher. The bride attended SC in
1943 as an education major. They
Attondwill reside in Seattle.
dants at the wedding included the
Misses Roberta Walsh and Rita
Horan, former classmates of the
bride.
SmlthUlijlgreen
The marriage of Miss Mariam
Smith to Leroy R. Lilijigreen took
place recently at St. James
Cathedial. The bride, a student
nurse at Proviuence, received her
first Communion a few days before during; a Mass celebrated by
Father Vincent Conway, S.J., Providence Sodality moderator. Afterwards a breakfast was held in the
hospital social room for participants of the Mass. The bridegroom is a chief warrant officer in
the army.

Johnson-Noll
Holy Rosary Church, Tacoma,
was the scene on February 22 of
the marriage of Miss Violet Johnson to Albert Noll, freshman civil
engineering student. They will
make their home in Seattle while
the bridegroom continues his education at the College. He is a veteran of three years' army service.

Edmunds-Austin
On the morning of January 28,

at St. Catherine Church, Miss
Phyllis E. Edmunds of Weston,
Mass., was married to Philip A.
Austin, of Seattle. A wedding
breakfast in the Edmond Meany
Hotel preceded a wedding trip to
Canada. Mr. Austin was a liberal
arts student at SC from 1938-42
and then entered the U.S. navy.

By Fred Holt

A 1943 graduate of the departIt outdid itself last week with a blaze of color, varied
ment of education at Seattle ColTwo members of the Seattle lege, Alice Madge
comments, and an unprecedented number of miscellaneous
College Gavel Club, Beverly Mc- Maclsaac has arnotices, advertisements, lost and found signs, and the like.
Lucas and Mary Ellen Moore, rived in tht
Taking off from where another columnist left off last week
went south this week to represent Southwest PaciSC in a forensic tournament at fic area to serve
the question put to the students was: WHAT CAN BE
the Los Angeleß City College. Op- the armed force:
DONE WITH THE BULLETIN BOARD? WHO SHOULD
en to all Western colleges, the as an American
TAKE CHARGE OF IT?
tournament opened yesterday and Red Cross staf
KLJNGELE, STEVENSON &
is indeed a disgrace from the
will continue through tomorrow.
Until
assistant.
OHASE (collectively, that is)
standpoint of organization, DUt so
Both Seattle College delegates her Red Cross
A. Maclsaac
First of all the board should be, is that dilapidated bond booth.
planned to enter three divisions appointment, she
up. This can be done by
of the tourney. Beverly will regis- was a teacher in the Shoreline cleaned
How about either discarding it or
designating
only certain signs or
the
senior
exter for
women's
public schools.
fixing up a decent one that would
temporaneous and senior women's
Miss Maclsaac recently was a notices which will have the right look a little better to those enimpromptu divisions, while Mary guest at a dane and reception giv- to be posted there. Such informatering the L. A. building for the
Ellen will enter the same two en at the sth Replacement De- tion as lost and found notices, Mr.
first
time? This all comes under
classes in the junior women's di- pot, located south of Manila, for Blah, call your office, and the like
visions. The two will form a team American Red Cross women new- should be removed and posted out- the heading of clean-up or good
to qualify In the Junior women's ly arrived from the U. S. She was s'de the office. Signs should be front.
Oxford-style debate.
sent to the Paranaque Disposition taken down as soon as possible,
Center near Manila to await her to assure this, those posting them
assignment to one of the many must be made responsible for YOU WILL FIND ONLY
them.
ARC clubs in the Philippines.
808 MAHANEY (Sophomore
Previously, the former SC student also held teaching positions science major) Definitely it must
in Kirkland, Wash., and Saglnaw, be taken care of. A plausible remMich. She is the daughter of Mrs. edy would be for the president of
Father James B. McGoldrick,
Maclsaac, 1020 Seneca St. the s'.udent body or an appointed
S.J., head of the department of A. W.
at
member to lay out a system of
at
education, is under treatment
what should and what should not
Columbus Hospital this week. He
be posted. Then the Activity
became ill Tuesday while on a
Board may ake over the overseebus near the hospital. Father Ho62 MADISON
ing of all space. The Activity
ward Peronteau, S. J., conducted
(Continued from page 3)
one
for
the
logical
is
the
Board
evening classes in psychiatry dur,<ob, for all signs are for the most
ing Father McGoldrick's absence. tive of Yaklma, he left Seattle
part for and about school activiyears
three
to
enter
College
ago
of th« Father McGoldrick will resume
Father Jean Minery, French Jesuit and veteran
ties.
new
the army air corps. While servunderground, indicates area on map in which he served firs! his classes on Tuesday.
MARGIE LATTA (junior chemhe
visitedtheShrine
ing
Europe
in
member
or
the
and
later
as
a
army
regular
the
as a soldier in
of the Little Flower, attended istry major) No! No! Anything
Resistance forces against the Nazis.
Mass at Notre Dame Cathedral, but that! (Her exact words, benew
Along with the disclosure of Moncheuil, S. J., a teacher at the
lieve me. She got one good look
and Rheims Cathedral.
(Continued from page 1)
other war-shrouded secrets comes Catholic University in Paris and
Frances Whalen, sociology at it, spun twice, and fell gramanagement
the story of the important part one of the best theologians in The text also- reflects a desire student In 1944-45, will wed How- ciously to the floor). On the seriunified
picthe Jesuits played in combating France, who was executed at Gra- to present a simple,
ard (Hank) Lepley on June 22 at ous side though, it should be takthe German occupation forces in now; Father Riquet, S.J., a Jesuit ture of the contributions of abnor- St. Mary's Church. Her fiance is a en care of by one person, perhaps
France. How 400 French Jesuit from the north of France, who mal psychology, mental hygiene, returned naval reserve veteran.
the sergeant-at-arms could do it
priests fought for their country worked with the Underground for and psychiatry in a manner comMay 4 has been set as the
LEON CARRIA (president of
from the beginning of the war, a year; Father Valton, S.J., a stu- patible with the ability and leis- wedding date of Marina Di Sante
hiku coollee) The bulletin board
of
them
were
or
average
student
and how he and 250
dent counselor at Nancy, who ure of the
and Sl/c iSalvadore Belestreri.
taken as Nazi prisoners before worked for eighteen months help- reader. According to the authors, The bride-to-be was a basic nursjoining the French underground ing war prisoners escape from two facts are important to the ing
student last year. iHer fiance
resistance was told by Father Germany; and Father Ricard, S.J. student approaching the study ol
is stationed on the U. S. fit. MassJean Minery, now in America to superior of the College of Brest, mental maladjustments: the enorF. O. PETTJNGILL
achusetts on Indian Island. The
study educational methods and to who was killed during a heavy mous extent of mental disturbance, ceremony will take place at St.
STEAKS and DINNERS
When prescriptions are
report on conditions in Jesuit bombing.
and the preventability of mental Edward Church.
FISH and CHIPS
needed they will be
houses in France.
disorder.
According to Father Minery,
promptly
filled
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FRIED CHICKEN
empt, he said the Jesuits served
utmost to follow the Christheir
as combat troops, many of them tian principles of recognizing the
For the best in Sodas and
14th Aye. and E. Pike St.
until the fall of France in June, inalienable human rights and the
Malts try our fountain
by
Some
of
those
captured
1940.
dignity of man. They gave sucCA. 9836
the Nazis were imprisoned from
1401 East Madison EA. 4500
cor to the oppressed whether
four to five years. Father Minery Christian
or Jew."
Hiim»muiMimuiS
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was taken prisoner twice in June,
1940, but each time he escaped.
Following the fall of France, he
joined the French underground
forces and assisted hundreds of
allied air men shot down by enemy fire in escaping from France.
Eventually Father Minery became a staff member of "Christian Weaknesses," the underground newspaper, on which he
served until shortly before "DDay," June 6, 1944, when he
joined the French army of General Le Clerc. Serving first as a
lieutenant and then as a captain
of a French armored division, the
priest fought from the Normandy
Beachhead through Paris and the
Voges Mountains, through Strasbourg to Berchtesgaden.
Before the war Father Minery
was a teacher in the University
of Metz, and when he returns to
France later in the year it will be
as dean of the same school. His
report contains such highlights as
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following:

"The Jesuits, horrified by the

treatment accorded Jews In
France, joined other members of
the Catholic clergy there In following a general Catholic practice of assisting Jews wherever
and whenever possible. All Jesuit houses became sanctuaries for
hunted, persecuted Jews. The CatholicChurch furnished the strongest organized aid to Jews in
France during the period of persecution, literally, thousands of
Jews were harbored In Jesuit
houses and aided in escaping the
country."
Although many Catholic priests
had been captured and shot for
their assistance, a great many Jesuits still disregarded the extreme
dangers and did outstanding jobs
in France. Among these were
such heroic priests as Father
Chaillet, S. J., a teacher of theology at Fourvier before the war
and organizer of the underground
paper which circulated100,000 copies every three weeks; Father de
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